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XAVIER PIONEERS COMPUTER 
by JOE CORMIER, Associate Editor 
Xavier University has been pro- Inc. Xavier, ACTS, and Hypermation 
jected into a position of national atten- plan to continue joint activity and co-
lion as a pioneer in the area of aca-· operation to increase time sharing 
demic time-sharing computation by use in the Cincinnati area, especially 
the acquisition of a General Electric with regard to educational environ-
430 Time Sharing Computer. ments. 
What significance does time shar-
ing hold in the educational scope?. It 
is comparable to a complete and com-
pact library. Any student can walk into 
the library and browse among the in-
formation, do research, or take some 
information home without going 
through any red tape to get it. 
By the same token, student on the 
campus or in the specific high schools 
associated with the program can enter 
any of the 16 ter_minals and collect and 
organize his information. 
Plans for the current system have 
been developed in the last year with 
the full endorseq1~nt _qf President Paul 
L. O'Connor, S.J. The two men largely in less than a year the GE-430 was 
responsible for bringing it to Xavier delivered. 
are Dr. Frederick G. Werner, pro- The uses for students on this com-
fesso~ of Phy~ics, and Dr. ~i~liam .1. puler are almost limitless. Courses in 
Larkm, Ill, dnector of Xav1er s com- mathematics and the natural sciences 
puter center and chairman of the Math will have more extensive applications, 
Department. Professor w.erner a~ti- but time sharing can also be utilized 
vated ?n c~m~us t~e first tlme-shanng by Business Administration students, 
grant m Cmcmnall last October and along with those in such courses as 
Geography, music and languages, to 
mention a few. 
There will be twelve time sharing 
term.inals on the Xavier Campus and 
four in the affiliated high schools. Five 
terminals will be located in room 101 
of. the Alumni Building, two in the 
graduate office in Alter Hall, one in 
Logan 301, Elet 308, Dr. Werner's 
office and Dr. Larkiris, along with 
the master terminal in the Computer· 
Center. 
Actually, each terminal is a porta-
ble computer in itself, consisting of a 
teletype machine and an acoustic coup-
ler. All that is needed for a hookup is 
a telephone. 
Insofar as arithmetical and logical 
information are concerned, the time-
sharing computer can think for itself· 
and go about solving problems in frac-
tions of seconds when requested to 
by the time sharing user. At the real 
core of academic time sharing, how-
ever, computation resides in the per-
son of the student at a teletype termi-
nal. In this system the student teaches 
the machine, and only if the tool is 
used creatively and intelligently will 
it function productively. It serves as a 
catalyst in a creative extension of the 
intellect. 
(Continued on page 4) The concept of time sharing was 
first developed by Dartmouth College 
in Hanover, New Hampshire. The 
network there currently includes 
over fifty high schools and sixteen 
colleges in the New England region. 
It is therefore feasible that with in-
creasingly wider use, with these new 
time sharing· facilities, Xavier Uni-
versity may emerge as a "Dartmouth 
of the Mid West." 
SC Endorses J eb Surveyb, DENis F. wALsH 
Three local high schools have al-
ready been ~rough! into Xavier's 
system: Cincinnati Country Day, St. 
operation for all areas with Xavier's 
GE-430, valued at $750,000 and as-
sembled at Phoenix, Arizona, should 
begin by October 15. · 
The three high schools were 
brought into Xavier's system through 
-the efforts of the Educational. Se_rvjce __ 
Bureau of Cin~innati. During Septem-
.ber and the first part of October, these 
high schools have been receiving time 
sharing service through Applied Com-
puter Time Share of Detroit and their 
local representative, Hypermation, 
XU Coed, Bernadette Nell, examines data from the new time-share computer. 
Rev. Kelsey Sees 'Logical Empiricism' As 
Western Man's Ph-ilosophy of Life 
by BARTH E. OKADUWA 
Endorsement of the proposed Jesuit 
effectiveness survey was attained at 
the Thursday, October 9, Student Coun-
cil meeting. The meeting also pro-
duced unanimous SC approval of a 
$1400 budget for Awareness Day 
speakers. 
Fr. Pete Carey presented SC with 
the background information on the 
Jesuit effectiveness survey. The 
Jesuits, he said. are presently in-
volved in a re-evaluation of each of 
their communities and its contribution 
to the province. Fr. Carey stressed 
that the Jesuits at Xavier are in search 
of "hard data to judge our effective-
ness.'~ So the questionnaire-type sur-
vey would provide some tangible mea-
sure of the Jesuits' role in the campus, 
local, and provincial communities. 
The Jesuit survey has already been 
tried at Cleveland's John Carrol! Uni-
versity and the University of Detroit. 
Since the survey has already been pro-
grammed and coded by computer, there 
would be few mechanical problems for 
Xavier to handle. 
"There is a good amount of oppo-
The Rev. Dr. Morton T. Kelsey was 
the guest speaker at the continuing 
series of FA.S.T. talks presented to 
students and faculty last Friday, Octo-
ber 10. The mission discussed religion, 
philosophy, and presented his personal 
insights on modern thinking. 
to man" to psychology. "Fredrick 
Von Hugo," he said, "kept my theo-
logical door slightly open but did not 
give me evidence to follow through." 
philosophy and Plato. 
that the sition among the Jesuit community to Dr. Kelsey also stated 
modern world, as typified by the Dar- publicatio!l of the results," stated Fr. 
winian-Newtonian materialistic Carey. Should the evaluation be used, 
rationalism of the 19th century, views though: "there are still always ways 
Dr. Kelsey started by explaining 
that religious interest in the western 
world was on the decline. He cited his 
19 years as the rector of a large parish 
and the Wall Street Journal (Thurs., 
Oct. 2, 1969(; -.which he humorously 
called "the most important theological 
journal today," to support his con-
tention. The article mentioned dealt 
.with the sad state .of Western religion. 
'"Bible sales in the last I 0 years have 
declined from 19 million to, 14 million 
as the population has increased." 
The doctor pointed out that "II 
y<!ars ago, 17 per cent of the people 
believed that religion had little effect 
~n mod<!rn life. The poll completed 
last year indicated that 70 per cent of 
the people believe that religion has 
little or no effect on an individual's 
life." 
The Reverend pointed out that his 
.. . . · of gettmg them (the results) back to 
own personal experience came while man from a purely matenahsttc, S d C .
1 
.. 
• J d . J' • · t f tu ent ounct . he was having difficulties. "The Eptc- materna , an rahona tstlc pom o . . . . 
copal Church at that time did not offer. view." Referring to the time of Des- After bnef d1scuss1on, .council ~n-
any clergy who knew enough about cartes, he .said .that man w~s seen .not dorse.d the use of the ~~sutt evalua~to~ 
human psychic potential, nor did 1 feel only as rationality but conscious .ration- una~tmously. ~he dec1ston of Xav1er s 
that the clergy manifested enough of ality. "Man was regarded as e1ther a JesUit commumty on the survey has yet 
the power of God " This fact accord- piece of matter or a rational piece of t.o be made. kno~n. 
· · . ' . "C · d· In deahng w1th the budget for the 
ing to him, revitalized his mterest m · · · ' ontmue on page.8, 
Homecoming Coming 
October 24th and 25th should prove 
to be two of the highlights of the entire 
1969-70 Xavier social calendar. The 
demand was for big name talent to 
make Xavier affairs more enjoyable 
and worthwhile. Wish granted -- The 
Association, Orpheus, and The New 
Lime -- undoubtedly the best total 
bill to make. the scene at the Parkway. 
Friday, October 24th -
TheAssodation in concert 
- The Association consists of seven 
unseating The Beatles ·for the- first 
time in four years. 
The Association is definitely 
where it's at . . . the top! It has won 
six gold records; "Cherish," "Win-
dy," and "Never My Love" in 
addition to those awarded for the 
albums, "Along Comes The Asso-
ciation," "Insight Out," and "The 
Association's Greatest Hits." The 
grqup has also been nominated six 
times for the Grammy · Award. 
equally talented young • men .. _1 indi- , ;. ,J~ui w)1at: .is· more- important, they 
vidually known as",i·cr~y •Kirkmaii, arc, more than artists --.they are. per-
The reasons for this .decline, Dr. Brian Cole, Jim. Vester, Russ. Gi- (9~mers .. The audience -comes .first 
Kelsey explained, are many. First, guere, Ted Blue~h~i":,La,r.~Y.:. R·amos as far .as the group is . concerned. 
there is the modern theological teach- and Jules Alexander,_ who .. r:ece,n.tly "They_. shell . out their hard~earned 
ing that man can have no direct experi- rejoined the group after an absence d_ollars to allend our concerts and -the 
erice of God. Then, too, there is the of over a year . . . (which was the least we can do is give. them the very 
modern idea that man gets his know- only change from the original group) best show possible," says The Asso-
ledge only through experience. "Logi- ... men who got together in the spring dation. "Too. many. musical groups 
cal empiricism, well represented by of 1965 with the intent purpose of be- get out there and do their thing without 
Searles' book 'Language, Trwh am/ corning the top group of musical_ per~ giving a damn as to what the audience 
Logic,'- really represents the philo- formers in "the United States. In might think. They are more concerned 
sophical statement of the operational November of 1967, the renowned Bill about themselves than about the audi-
way that most Americans and Western G:win Radio-Record Congress, in erice, yet it is the audience who buys 
Europeans live and think. ·their three day· convention in Las the records and ultimately determines 
October 15 Day of Awareness, SC mem-
bers --generally agreed that ·a large 
amount of money would be needed to 
draw top-name speakers to the Xavier 
campus for the program. A maximum 
budget of slightly over $1400 was un-
animously approved by SC to pay the 
speakers. 
WCXU Returns 
Broadcasting from six to twelve 
Sundays through Thursdays under the 
management of Dave Schackmann and 
program direction of Harry Traynor, 
XU's radio station is back on the air. 
Using a program of basically top forty 
tunes with a probable "progressive slot 
once a week, WCX U is planning a grad-
ual expansion throughout the year. 
Service to Mt. St. Joseph begins on 
Oct. 12. The News Program at six, 
followed by weather and sports, will be 
reinitiated by Nov. 3 with the aid of our. 
own UP ticker tape machine. The new 
staff is being trained to extend the 
broadcasting time ideally to twelve 
hours a day-as it was last year-with 
better contests and prizes for listeners. 
With regards to Xavier sports, 
WCXU is planning to carry home bas-
ketball and baseball games, and is in-
vestigating the possibility of having 
four away basketball contests broad-
casted. 
There is also talk of the station's 
going FM. It applied in August to the 
FCC for a license and, if this and suffi-
cient funds come through; that program 
would concentrate 'on easy listening 
music and educational broadcasts. 
He attributed his own "conversion Vegas, bestowed-upon them the high- the success or the failure of a group. 
- to the belief that God can speak and est honor possible, voting them the Entertaining your audience is the 
that. the supernatural world can speak Number One por gro~p in [he nation,.·, < (C,otriin~~d. 011 pj1~e·Jo):. As~~.iation wit~. b~. p~ayin/:)~.conc~ry· 1,1~· ~rid11y. October 24., \ ,' l' ' .. '. 
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Edit()ri4ls 
I Accuse 
The Community Services aspect of helpful in establishing improved com-
Xavier University's "Five Year Plan" munity relations. Most of the Uni-
is inadc4uate and shows Xavier's gen- versity's programs are centered 
era I lack of· interest concerning the around educating the mbre intelligent 
many social proglems of tl!e greater members of the city in hopes that they 
Cincinnati area. Even though Xavier's will relay their knowledge to other 
primary role is education, its second- less fortunate members of the com~. 
ary goal should center around social munity. This is taking a lot for gr_ant!!d,, 
action programs. The Community Ser- Have they been successful in splving . 
vices section (5 Year Planning Report the major problems of the city, or_ ar!! 
1969-1974, Volume i, P. 124) states: the problems increasing?. 
Nt:.w 
· ~E.S~1T . . . 
· · "t~t OU\JC:..~ 
"For Xavier. as a religiously oriented In accordance with the 'Five Year 
university. the development was a Plan' the University will be able to 
Mturala~~gkai9~Ut~n.T~k~ m~m~n w~ oommunHy ~~k~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~­
uits, as an order, and the faculty and as an FM radio station, continuing 
stu~ent. body, as gr~ups. within the education (in what?), programs in Com-.:...--~~~~...,.,... 
tJmvers1ty, have h1stoncally been munication Arts and further use of the 0 
invo~ved in . vary~ng de~?rees in co.m-. Computer Cent~r. For a five year plan 
mumty s~rv1ce e1t_h~~ on. a personal these projects fail to represent exam-
?r orga~1zed. b~sls. This. st~tement pies of extensive involvement or inter-
Is ~n, m_accur~te gen_erahzatlop _of est in area problems. The Jesuits must 
Xav1er s mvolvement m commumty go out to the problem areas and not 
services. wait for the problems to come to them. 
Some interested members of the 
Jesuit community could take residence 
in houses in the Avondale community oiilo------_..,.__.._. 
-In the past four years, there have 
been successful student projects in the 
Cincinnati area. Student Volunteers 
have become involved in programs 
throughout the city and their efforts 
have reached to the Appalachian moun-
tains of eastern Kentucky. But what 
have the Jesuits done? Do they really 
care? D~ they have·any ideas concerning 
social action· work ·and inter-city apos-
tolates? They should care. They are 
needed throughout the city - not just 
for giving retreats and sermons, but 
in leadership positions in many civic 
and community action groups. They 
must give many of these misguided 
groups a sense of direction and help 
them to strive for an answer to many 
of the problems of the dying city. 
and set up Bible and education:tl' c~n~ "" 
ters in the Basin and Over-tlie~Riii.ne 
areas of Cincinnati. Since the. Je~'uits 
claim to be great educat<irs,'" thciir 
abilities should be most' -~ffective' in·-~~---------_;;;;:: __________ .... __ ~~~~~~--~~~~-~~~~~--
reducing the many social, psycholog-
ical, ~nd moral problem~- ?f ~he Ameri- _ Letters · way of lif'e is worth fighting for, not 
only for ourselves but for the rest of 
do not agree that there follows this 
corollary: I should get out if things are 
riot the way I would like them to be. For, 
number one, ;the same issues which we 
are dealing with here are, to some 
degree, being confronted everywhere 
else-a very unsophisticated tendency 
to conceive that you or I can escape this 
confrontation by either your or my 
leaving. Secondly, I think it is in accord 
with my experience to tackle the issues 
where ever .I may find them, and to 
effect the best possible correction of 
lagging prog~ams. I think this is also 
in the Christian, and certainly the 
American, tradition-a conscious effort 
in remaking my sociill context. Lastly,' 
if you believe. your life style· to be the 
divine best, then it seems that you 
should have no fear of' presenting other 
life-styles simultaneously with your 
own; your own logic leads us to believe 
that we should be stealing your life-
style, rather than you having to in-
gratuitously force it upon us. 
can c1ty.. , 
the world. · 
These social action project's do not . r· • d· p .I . 
require full Jesuit participation. They · 1,re ·. rOJeSSOr I'llgrantyoutbisco~ntry~as some 
only ask for interested· and committed _faults and elected officials ~1th much 
men who wish to voluntarily give their Sneaks Out more knowledge and expenence th~n 
time. All we ask of the. uncommitted r you are trying to solve them. It Will 
and disinterested is that they do not Dear W.F.B., take time, be .patient. Remember you 
complain or point fingers blaming any · still live ·in the best country in the 
The results of current programs -
Psychological Counseling for- Cincin-
nati Police, Mediation of municipal 
problems and Black Business Insti-
tute - have yet to prove themselves as 
group or organization for its failures 1 am a tired Profes~or. Tired of world. 
the students who complam about how 
in resolving inter-city issues and prob- the University is run, about every de- Sincerely, 
terns. The only people they can blame cision that is made and about bow they 
are themselves - for their failure to must conduct themselves. Remember 
react to the needs of Cincinnati. 
Dr. John E. McDavid-
P.S. I'll bet you won't print this side 
of the story since it disagrees with 
your philosophy. 
you chose to attend this University, no 
W • F·. B. one forced you to come here and no one 
Comments on Cake 
Cake is a word that has permeated the very core of our 
student body's attitude toward the academic life. Much pub-
licity has been given to the "typical" college student who 
gets his own brand of education by taking courses and teachers 
who require no more work than the student's presence in 
class, if that. This picture has been unduly celebrated here at 
Xavier, but there is a degre~ of ·truth to the situation which 
warrants .discussion. The fact that there are teachers who 
are complacently mediocre is no secret to either the students 
or the rest of the faculty. The fact that challenge is an unknown 
word in some .classes has affected the students' attitudes 
towards education in general. Pre-registration, for example, 
is often like a game of monopoly in which the students try to 
claim more Park Places than Mediterran~an A venues. 
The responsibility for shifting the direction of this trend 
lies with the student more than with the f~culty m~mbers. Dedi-
cated and sincere faculty members have their hands tied ty 
the rank and tenure process which prevents their correcting 
the inadequacies of their colleagues.· Students, on the other 
hand, have the chance and obligation to act when they see their 
educations being taken for ·:granted unjustly. The examples 
of such instances are well known. Teachers who constantly 
come late for class, refuse to answer questions, repeat lec-
tures; come unprepared to teach; assign no work of any nature, 
and flaunf themselves before their captive audiences are a 
plague to both their students who tolerate this kirid of teacher, 
are a plague to. themselves and Xavier. MDH 
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·forces you to stay. If you don't like the 
decisions that are made ~hy do you 
stay? s d vawns 
Not only do you disagree with what . t u en t ~ I 
is done at the University, but you also Dear Mr. Professor: 
disagree with what is being done in this 1 didn't enroll in-the university for 
country. Again, I say, no one forces the purpose of learning a trade. There 
you to stay, you can renounce your already are technical schools and job-
citizenship and mo~e to another coun- training corps. But 1 did want to know 
try. But try to find another one any as much as 1 could about who I am and 
better. You don't like the laws, criticiz- what makes me tick, and what my 
ing them saying you had no voice in society is and what makes it sick-you 
ma~ing them. You don't like the foreign could say, in a sense, 1 wanted to know 
poltcy because you have no control over the reasons for learning a trade. 
it. You don't like the war in Vietnam. , -
The only thing which you seem to like is I don t ~ant to. be merely handed an 
· . . . Peace, 
· Gregory Boehm. 
Bogus Quote 
Printed? 
To the Editor of the Xavier News . the Constitution which guarantees you understandmg of ltfe, but I ~~nt to see 
. all of the rights which you enjoy includ- so ml'ch of ":ho man was and Is,_ that as As a member of the History Depart-
. ing the right to voice objection. I can't a result 1 Will ~e able to fashlo~ ~y ment, I read with interest your "Quote 
understand why you like it though; since own-und~rstandmg of my own ltfe 10 of the Week" (1, p. S) attributed to Adolf 
'you didn't have any say in its making. my own time. Hitler, Hamburg, Germany 1932. In 
·. Why don't you object to its provisions What does this mean to you? point of fact, tliis was a bogus quota-
; which guarantee 'the right to free It meas that you cannot proceed on tion as other periodicals were forced 
, speech? · the assumption that one life-style bas to admit. In view of your admitted ob-
Do you eye~ stop to think ho'w.lucky always succeeded, is now functioning, jectives of "turning up the truth" (1, 
~ you are to. live in a country such:'as'·tbis. and will continue to answer man's quest p. 2) I would suggest that you print aq 
: One where YQU have the right to choose, f~r- truth. Assuming that only one life- apology to your readers apprising them 
. the way of life you want, where you can' style is correct and conclusive is of this fact. Otherwise, a fundamental 
cboo~·tbe University you wish to at- denying the need for investigation of contradiction of your admitted objec~: 
tend, where you can choo~ the type of other life-styles. That, in your terms, tives appears and gives .reason to doubt, 
life work you wish to pursue and last but is poor scholarship. the. truth of your subiequent articles;·. 
not least choose· where you wish to My education should be ba~d on Perhaps the Xavier News would 
worship God. In many countries you more than a mere transmission of sub- do better in their concern "To reach 
have no choice in these. matters. You ject matter through the use of tru~- more students on the ·xu campus" by 
could live in a country where, you are false tests; such testing methods, bow· giving them a more accurate presenta-
forced. to pursue a certain. occupation, ever, seem predominantly ·useful to tion of the facts and tapping an interest 
or in one where you are prohibited from ·members of the faculty-members. of in the. activities of the entire University 
pursuing.certain fields because of your the theology department·(of all places), Community.ln fact, your readers would 
social class. You could live in a land · history department, and, sadly enough, ·· seem to have a right to expect that the 
where you are not permitted freedom to one member of the English depart· Xavier News would not omit, but 
of worship. You could also live where ment. The "transmissiop mentality" rather report on the major events of · 
you are not permitted to criticize the (You lecture, and 1 note, and then 1 the University Community such as the. 
government under threat of imprison- repeat on tests) should in no way touch, Mass of the Holy Spirit, listed in the 
mentor death. I don't know bow you feel let alone pcmieate as it tends to do so University catalogue. 
but I thank God daily that I live in a land presently, the force of a university 
such as this.- education .. ·u-· you, professor, cannot 
When it comes to the Vietnam ·war impart a creative understanding to 
you are very vocal in your complaints. your students, then you are an atrophic 
Do-you ever stop to think that the dis- appendageandshouldbeloppedofffrom 
sent of people like your~lf give the the educational body. That you are still 
enemy hope. When he sees a country with us shouldn't mislead you. Your 
divided he feels that if he continues long continued presence is affected only by 
enough we will quit. If we do quit, aren't the resignation of so many students-
we giving up our struggle to preserve so many minds-who have been numbed 
freedom for the world and letting an- and calloused through contact with your 
other country slip under . the tyranny chackling idea of education. 
of Communism, and thus loose the You are right in one respect! I 
freedoms which we hold so dear in the didn't ha,ve' to select ·Xavier for the 
United States'/ P~~so!lally~ 'I 'fee! ·.ol!r. ,l~da!ity/~-f~y,~oll~ge educ:!tioq ... Bt~< i:· 
' ......... _~ .. ·~'-' .. " ...... ..:"'-• ... _ ...... ._, __ . ._ ........ '. ........ · ...~-· .. "~---·-· ~;;,. .. · ... ~. 
Yours for an ever better Xavier 
News, 
Rev. Lee J. Bennish, S-.J. 
Department of History 
Ed. note: the 'bogus' quote was, in· 
deed, innocently borrowed from another 
periodical, since a complete text of 
Hitler's speeches was not readily avail-
able. Perhaps the quote has still aroused 
some thought among News readers. 
Seniors Call.ROT.C CamiJoh:T!~ptendous Experience'. 
Eighty senior ROTe cadets from we were just a 'bunch of guys' learning on in ROTC. 
Xavier University attended military to work together. If you're seeking out John Zahtirancik and Mike Lang, 
summer camp at Indiantown Gap near responsibility, the Army gives it like roommates at Ratterman 204, expres-
. Harrisburg this past summ.er "for· you'll never get it in business, schqol, sed conflicting opinions of the camp. 
experience you can't ·get on a college or anyplace. They don't expect every- John, a cadet major, tended to agree 
campus," according to Col.· Richard L. ·thing right the first- time, but the with Joe and Greg. He called camp "a 
Dooley, head of XU's Military Science second . . ... Joe finished .saying, good time, a· rather different ex peri-
Department. Over 6,000 cadets from "I'm pleased I decided to go on, but it's encc. It was a very strange, new situ-
90 schools were present in staggered not for everyone," concerning his sign- ation for 45 guys in a platoon; but we 
six-week sessions-one session begin- ing of a cadet contract. commiting him-. were expected to work as a team. We 
ning every week-providing "a socio- sc.If to the military at the beginning of had to reach a quick viable solution-a 
logically wonderful experience," said his junior year. relationship." He added, "You sec both 
the co.lonel. But what did the cadets Floor adviser on Brockman Hall's sides of· the coin-as a leader and a 
themselves think of the program'! fi~st floor and a cadet second lieiJten- follower," praising the rotation of 
"It was a totally great experience," ant, Greg Bruwinkcl reacted to ROTC cadet officers. 
said Joe Persinger, cadet major and summer camp by saying: "At first I But Mike Lang held a different 
director of Kuhlman Hall. "I learned hated it. It's hard to adjust to a regu- opinion: "I have come to th~ conclusion 
a lot; not as much about the Army, but lated life after three years on a college after thinking about this for a while- I 
about myself." He added, "As an officer campus where you're your own boss. am sort of indifferent. 1 started from 
you ~ad to establish a give and take But after you got to know the other guys hating it; but it does have definite value. 
relationship in order to get the other and began to work as a unit, then you Camp teaches you stuff (sic.') you 
guys to put forth an effort." But Joe could bear with it." Greg criticized never knew before. It tries to sec how 
talked about more than the cadets the program becausl' "it tried to give much you can endure. But, for the most 
rotating positions as officers and men you too much too quick." Yet he stres- part, it ·seems a waste of time. Aside 
and trying to establish officer-troop sed that the cadets present had a real from the basic lessons I didn't learn 
relationships. He reitcreated that commitment because they had signed much. Yet, each platoon is different. 
ROTC summer camp was a "tremen- their contracts and were taking a tre- The platoon 1 was in never worked to-
dous experience" because "off hours mendous cut in summer pay to continue get her. There is ·a definite value to 
B • h S N d H J b GARY REED camp but while you're there it sce_ms rtg ton t. ee s e p y like the. biggest_ w:~ste. ~Ill 0 aft_er bem~ 
· dom use the word "poverty," but that _there, With meditation, I m mdiffcrcnt. Two dilapidated, red brick build-
h is the problem. Poverty develops an Camp as "a sociologically wonder- · ings, one of them painted blue, t e 
· · 1 entirely new culture, they explain. ful experience'"! For the most part, the other red and bearing a Pepsi-co a -
h "We're here .. to work in that culture-in cadets agree. sign, face one another across_ t e . -------
corner of Eighth and Bright.on Streets. it, around it, and to change it." 
They look worn out. The sign says The inost vivid aspect of this culture 
"Brighton Street Center." is the emotional need of thse who pass 
Inside are some children. They are their lives in it. The center needs 
laughing. Nowhere else for blocks is volunteers to ~;d in _its tutoring, cr:•ft 
there any laughter. None lingers in the projects, specral tnps, to orgamze 
red-cobblestone streets. None pene-. parties for the/children, and so ~n. But 
· there's a hitch. The center will not trates the rows of gaunt public housmg, . 
acceptj'ust anyone to help. X.U. volun-
Peace Corps 
The Cincinnati Peace Corps Office 
is interested in preparing a rdiable 
mailing list of Returned Peace Corps 
Volunteers on the X.U. campus. The 
list will he used- to inform Returned and none animates the high board fence 
· t v· Costello puts the problem Volunteers of Peace Corps activities, on which someone scrbbled several eer mce 
this way. "For the kids, the center is both locill and national. The Cincinnati letters. The letters spell no name be-
more or le~s their whole· life. We need ·office is also interested in forming an cause their anonymous. author could . . R 
people who are going to go down there mdependent eturned Volunteer organ-
spell no name. on a regular basis. These kids need ization which would involve itself in 
The Brighton Street Center is in someone to believe in, to identify with. community action projects. 
·Newport's West End, the most blighted Tht;y've never had anyone." Those interested should contact 
area in this Northern Kentucky city d · · · Sandra Nathan or Ted Cass at the Students intereste 111 g1vmg a· 
which is itself an O.E.O. target c~ty. hand may. call the center or contact Y.M.C.A., 270 Calhoun, Tel. No. 
The West End has more populallon 684-3136. 
Student Volunteer Services. per block than the city's other three 
sectors. It also has more crime, more 
juvenile delinquency, the lowest aver-
age educational level, the lowest hous" 
ing value, the most absentee landlord-
ism, the fewest parks and recreation 
areas, the lowest median income, and 
the worst housing-97% of all homes are 
dilapidated or severely deteriorated. 
Founded .four years ago as a Bible 
center, the Brighton Street program 
included recreation as an incentive to 
the neighborhood's youngsters. Since 
then, however, the center has grown in 
its perspectives. "We're a neighbor-
hood center to meet the needs of the 
people," explains Ed Sa.nders, a regu-
lar staffer and a sociology major at 
Thomas More. The staff now consists 
of Sister. Michael, a sociologist; and 
three student coordinators. The organ-
ization ·does family work, exerts a good 
deal of community leadership, and 
, operates as its own referral agency. 
Food and clothes are kept on hand at 
all times to provide for sudden emer-
gencies. 
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"A reeldag mu~rpleee.It wiD ldck you all 
overtowa.• ---
"Ad~ aecompUshment~-..... 
PLAYBOY EXECUTIVE BLOG. Opposite SHUBERT THEATRE 
Downtown .t 35 E. 7111 St. • P"- 241-77•5 
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335 CALHOUN ST. 
861-8345 
TUES. "KEG NIGHT'' 
weo. "Bottle Beer Night" 
with Steve Garbee 
rHuR. Garbee Sings & Plays 
Fri. & sta. Mechanical Roclr Band 
NO ADMISSION 
ON FRI. 8a SAT. 
BEFORE 8 P.M. 
DANCING TIL 2:30A.M. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - MEN STUDENTS 
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11 WEEKS 
PART-TIME WORK 
ALSO SOME FULL-TIME OPENINGS 
CALL TODAY 241-2944 
Wasserman is a great discovery. 
Don't keep it to yourself. 
''!. 
Wasserman 
605 Race Street 
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Does Latin America Exist ? 
"Somehow the people of the United. Dan Hartnett, S.J. 
States will do anything for Latin 
Latin America. We could perhaps chan- · p · · · · •t w • ul~. 
~e' more. assistanc.e through the. var- · revaz Lff,/J II by MARK E. MEANY 
America, except read abow it." 
lOllS SOCial agenCieS that CO!J)ribUle .... . .: . 
directly to the development of these ~ On the Pot 
peoples. But above all; we need to 
Not long ago, a book was published 
in Peru entitled '·Docs Latin America 
.Really Exist'!" Naturally such a title 
was' not extremely r~assuring, so in a 
later edition the work was renamed 
something like "A Spectroscopic Ex-
amination of Latill. America." But the 
original choic~ for the book's title is 
revealing. 
- James Reston 
peans. The general image we tend to 
have of Latin Americar;ts is at least a 
vague one, if not downright distasteful. 
Most of us still conceive of these people 
sitting in the sun all day with their 
sombreros on, waiting for the next 
bullfight to begin. Or maybe some of 
us are more contemporary in our out-
look and prefer to view them leading 
a disorganized revolution based, of 
course, on their overemotionalism. The coumri~s to the south of us 
have long been mysteries to the ma-
jority of North Americans. Although I believe if we would have the oppor-
these nations lie close to us physically tunity of visiting the continent below us, 
and have a prodigious importance to the we would be shocked at the actual reality 
United States in trade, investment, and of that country and soon change our 
politics, we do not feel· Close· to· these -shallow notions· regarding these people 
people emotionally, as we do to Euro- and their culture. Among the most in-
escapable characteristics of Latin 
learn. more about this cont.inent .that The American Medical Association 
contams peopl~s of fantastic vanet.y. is currently conducting a .. scientific in-
Rockefeller's tnp attem.ptcd to do th1s, vestigation of marijuana with the aim 
but because. such a thmg was such a of conclusively determining its ill 
rare happemng, a~d perhaps b~cause effects, if any. The doctors hope to 
of our. approach.' It left some~hmg to establish a sound. basis for outlawing 
be ~csl.red. But, 111 any event, It was a the drug as a public health hazard 
bcgmnmg, and already a number of . t th 1·J1'ng modern . . ·111. response o e wa , -
improvements have _been . made as a day lotus-eaters who espouse its use. 
result of the fact-findmg tnp. Recently, sharp orotest has charged 
For outselves here at Xavier, I that the illegalization of marijuana has 
suggest that we try to find out more been founded in a myth about its iden-
about the very real issues in the Latin- tity. Its advocates capitalize on the 
American question. Perhaps we can- equivocal statements of scientists, who 
not expect to find confident answers to attribute numerous side-effects to the 
all the questions which perplex the drug, yet seem reluctant to concretize 
Latin Americans, but at least we may their findings into a decise stand. The 
hope to learn what the real questions A.M.A. research may terminate such 
are, ho'!Y.they came to be asked, and uncertainty, though I view this step as 
the different responses they have merely the initial bugle of battle iitvolv-
elicited. · ~ ! ing hippies, chemists, philosophers, 
(Continriedfrom page 1) 
and theologians. There are some 
pseudo-meritorius arguments on 
The :enormous. amount of informa- behalf of marijuana which I would 
tion abie to be contained by the com.pu- like to briefly counter. 
ter is . stored . on magnetic disc files Many equate the use of pot with that 
located in. Xavier's computer center. of alcohol. However, they neglect the 
There is enough. storage spave for fif- fact that those who smoke "grass" 
teen million letters on four disc stor- do so with a specific. effect in mind:· 
age units. Dartmouth, in cooperation the state of euphoria. Drinking does 
with Xavier, has already made avail- not presume one's intention to be-
able its entire time-sharing public come inebriated: there is a good bit 
library, which consists of over 350 of latitude between drunkenness and 
programs on I ,000 printed pages. simple pleasure; I believe here there 
Xavier's GE-430 Time Sharing. is a fundamental distinction in moti-
Computer is the first educational time vation. 
sharing system in Hamilton County. Another argument runs. that the 
America are poverty and lack of de- take a brief look into our country's aul Although it will be utilized by high legalization of pot would take its mar-
velopment. What makes this fact more- to Latin America in view of these schools and other universities and ket out of the syndicate's control. 
d'isgraceful is the inequality of means. serious social problems. coUeges in this area, one of its princi- Anyone who reads history knows that 
Two percent of the people in Latin The majority of the funds that we pal uses will be in relation to the the syndicate never fails to rise to the 
America own owr seventy percent of have put into Latin America have come various departments at Xavier Uni- occasion in providing people with the 
the wealth, while the peasants and In- back to us. U.S. firms brought back to versity and for the students of Xavier. things they want, but shouldn't have. 
dians in the fields often earn less than the States all but two or three percent In this connection, Thomas J. Brug- Thus, organized crime would shift to a 
thirty cents a day. Safe drinking water of their total profits in 1967. We should geman, assistant professor of math- new market; and soon 'speed,' 'bennie,' 
is a rarity almost everywhere in this hardly be startled to hear that our as- ematics at Xavier, will be coordinator and 'horse; would be running rampant 
region, being one of the prominent sistance, in the eyes of the Latin- of time sharing services on Xavier's on an uncontrollable scale. It is not 
factors in the incredibly high mortality American people, is not seen as \,a . campus. 
rate of children. If the children do beautiful expression of our good r~-------::--::'"""":::-:::::-~:------------...:...-
manage to survive in ihe shameful neighborliness. Although President LAST CALL ! 
living conditions. they rarely have the Nixon has declared Latin America to 
opportunity for schooling. Only eighteen be of highest priority, somehow it ranks . 
pelfent of the adolescent of high-school rather low on the U.S. agenda. This in· 
age attend school, compared to the itself would not be so serious if Latin 
ninety-two percent in the U.S. The America were not so helplessly de-
housing conditions are equally shock- pendent upon U.S. aid, industry, and 
ing. A Latin - American sociologist commerce. We have no idea how much 
stated that if starting today ten thous- we control the lives of these people. 
and houses were constructed daily in 
Latin America, many would still be 
homeless a decade from now. Obv.iously 
so much is nPeded it is difficult to 
establish a priority among these inter-
locking factors. But let's for a moment 
There are, I believe, many ways 
in which th~ U.S. can help produce both 
real and psychological benefits for our 
southern neighbors. First of(, we should 
open up the U.S. market more fully to 
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unreasonable to project that the Ill-
creased number of put-users would 
precipitate such a crisis. 
Some elements . of the 'turned-on' 
generation have declared not only that 
pot is non-addictive but also that it is 
free from harmful side effects. It has 
been shown to produce temporary 
sense-distortion to a degree which 
may not even he as severe as a cor-
responding dosage of alcohol. Bu( my 
view of human nature leads me to be-
lieve that a good percentage of grass-
smokers, frustrated by or dissatis-
fied with the experience it produces, 
will look to its more potent cousins 
in their ques.t for the fantasy of 
euphoria. True: there may well be 
many who can responsibly accommo-
date such a mode of diversion. But I 
would think that these are substantially 
outnumbered by those who are prone 
to extend and abuse such a practice. 
The law must be expansive enough to 
include all cases to which it may be 
applied. 
The outcome of this controversy 
should be very interesting. It may 
set a critical precedent in this area. 
But, indeed, marijuana's badly-tainted 
name ·must overcome wholesale dis-
repute in a society that fears and mis-
understands it. 
• 
' ' ' ... , .. '·~ 
FACULrY COLUMN 
Time~Sharing Hits XU 
For a number of pe.ople on campus, 
the flurry of activity around the Com-
puter Center signals the opening of a 
new era in the history of Xavier Uni-
versity - an era ·of unprecedented 
opportunity for people to make creative 
use of iechnology before technology has 
Mr. Thomas J. Bruggeman 
t'· -
~ &~~ · ,, p....r-/ ).f) 9u'i 1 
. ~~I 
Wilz, Accounting and Sr. Catherine 
Wuiftange, DEL. Dr. Larkin, Director 
·· 'bfihe Computer Center, or Mr. Thomas 
. · Bruggeman, Miiilierruitics~·· inay' also ··~7........-:- I 
~ 3 h' r ~~;. ~<· •
1 
-~ ~ .• j ~, j. · be contacted. · · ., ·' ' .. "· ' ' 
··a chance to subc;t"ue people once and 
for all. 
i 'Co 11.' 
1 
! ~rf .(( ( Why should Tiwe~Sharing tu_rn . on 
,. anyone a_t all? Becau~e it_ is the.<!qqJway 
, _to a new d_im~nsion.in computer.\)s~ge~ 
. ma.de pos~ibJc; . by two dramatic. steps· 
The activity around the Computer . , t!lkt;n by the compllter industry: a simp-
Center is centered on the installation .l!!f .language (8ASIC) for "talking to" 
of a Time-S~aring Computer, a large computers has been developed; a com-
computer des1gned to be used by a num- puter may be reached and used by a 
ber of people at the same time, from THO~AS J. BRUGGEMAN, M.S.student or faculty member from a 
locations as remote· from the Center Mr. Daniel Geeding, Management; Mr. "terminal" connected through a 
itself, as a telephone can take you. Richard A. Grosse; Marketing; Mr. coupler and telephone to all the power 
Fac!Jlty members who will act as John B. Hart, Physics; Mr. Neil Heigh- available through this electronic 
departmental contacts for information berger, History; Dr. S. Mallick, Psy- marvel. 
allout such things as "terminals," chology; Mr. AI Marrero, Philosophy; What can the marvel do? It can "re-
"program libraries," "passwords," Dr. Robert J. Murray, Classical Lan- member" information and "com-
and so on, include: Carl F. Braun, guages; Dr. Richard T. O'Neill, 
Library; Rev. Edward B. Brueggeman, Chemistry; Mr. Graham Petri, BioiO 
~.J., Theology; Dr. Lawrence I. Don- ogy; Dr. Gerald L. Quatman, Psychol-
nelly, Economics; Col. Richard L. ogy; Rev. Thomas Savage, S.J., English; 
Dooley, ROTC; Dr. Harvey Dube, Dr. Hans Schmidt, Jr., Psychology; 
Chemistry; Mr. John L. Eick, Mod-· Dr. James Smart, Chemistry; Dr. Rob-
ern Languages; Rev. Lawrence J. ert Thierauf, Management; Dr. Feder-
Fiynn, S.J., Communication Arts; Mr. ick Werner, Physics, Mr. Henry F. 
James P. Gaffney, 'Graduate Office; Williams, Economics, Mr. Edward F. 
YFATo Meet phone numbers, hours and discriptions of every place for the "Scene" to the 
The Xavier University Chapter of 
YFA will meet Monday Oct. 20, in 
Room Cat the University Center. Pre-
siding co-chairmen ue Dick Grizenda 
and Bruce Maly. 
The YFA membership drive is now 
going on, so if you've joined the organ-
ization, you will be interested in know-
ing all that 'it is- so attend the meeting. 
If you haven't joined, either because of · 
ignorance or negligence, read on for a 
run-down on YFA- then at least ignor-
ance can be eliminated. 
"round-Up" to "A Bird Can fly." 
from Shipley's to Stouffer's; from 
Shillito's to Dina Le Scarpe. 
Had enough? YFA membership 
is only $3.50 per year. For an applica-
tion, call YFA from 4-8 p.m. daily, 
or write to YFA, Box 1872, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, 45'201. For a summation of what's 
happening in Cincy, phone Dial-the-
Arts at 621-9920. 
No meetings, no initiations, no sec-
ret ceremonies or "rah-rah" stuff. 
just truth, beauty, romance, and an 
intimate group of 5,000. 
mands" and can carry out "com-
mands" - simulating or _imitating 
certain activities of man. Which .acHvi-
ties? Making marks on paper is all it 
can do - doodling as it is told to do, 
calculating as it is told to do -:-printing 
from memory what it h~s been told to 
print, following whatever strat.egy 
it has been programmed to follow. 
How will it be used, practcally? 
Some of us on the faculty will ask stu-
dents to sit at a terminal and learn 
the BASIC language - it can be used 
as a "teaching machine." Some of ·us 
will ask students to work problems of 
a complexity greater than ever before -
by using programs we have prepared 
for the-m and stored in the computer. 
Some students will elect to use the 
computer on their own - playing with 
its power to see what it can do. Such a 
student will teach the machine and 
only if a student intelligently and crea-
tively uses this new tool will it work 
productively. It serves as a catalyst 
in a crealive extension of the intellect. 
'70Nova 
"ONE OJ' CJ'HE BEST 
I'ILIIS ABOUT YOUNG 
PEOPLE EVER MADEl" 
-TitlE MAGAZINE 
where the heads of all nations meet 
, ... ,,ARLO GUTH Rl E 
Young Friends of the Arts is a rela-
tively new organization, this being its 
sixth year of existence. In 1963, a 
suggestion was made by the 1'/ational 
Repertory Theatre Company to .. see 
what co"utd be done in attracting young 
people to the arts. Together with stu-
dents, Mr. Fred Lazarus, Ill, and Mrs. 
Leo F. Weston, Jr., helped to form 
what was then know as "Young Friends 
of the Theatre." 
MAliK OF EXCELLENCE 
In 1966, however, it was decided 
that the organization should not be lim-
ited to interest solely in the theatre, and 
so it was expanded to include all the 
arts in Cincinnati. 
Under the guidance of community 
boards of trustee members, deans from. 
var.ious campuses, managers of drama 
schools, and inany other people, YFA 
is now a student-run organization with 
institutions such as the Cincinnati Art 
Museum, Symphony Orchestra, Play-
house in the Park, and the Shubert 
Theatre cooperating during major art 
events in the city. 
YFA boasts chapters at seven col-
leges and universities in the Greater 
Cincinnati area. These chapters func-
tion to· I provide on-campus art activi-
ties. All: YFA members at each school 
are members of the chapter. Since 
YFA is also open to high school stu-
dents, a separate. division for high 
schools has been organized. 
The . Executive Director of YFA 
is a you'ng' man by the name of Law-
rence Horwitz, who served as treasurer 
and president bcf ore his present posi-
tion. He lists the two main objectiv~s. 
of YFA as "developing greater inter-
ests in the arts of Cincinnati, and creat-
ing a new type of entertainment for 
students." 
Besides giving members reduced 
ticket prices to many theatre produc-
tions, concerts, etc., YFA also offers 
such things as discussions with the 
casts of many of the plays which come 
to the city, tours of Cincinnati, dinner 
parties- and more. 
Upcoming events include a guided. 
tour of pop art through the Cincinnati 
Art Museum with a cocktail party fol-
lowing, to be held early in November. 
Also in November, a Directory of R<>ck 
Houses and After Hours Places for 
Students in Cincinnati will be released. 
It will include names, addresses, tele-
•·--~ ... .- .. ~---,.·~c-"• ow•··"'"··'"'-. 
I 
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This not-too-small car is big enough for you and 
your friends. And your luggage. . 
Yet, this same not-too-large carts small enough 
for a budget. Even a frugal one. . .-
Yop have three standard en~p.ne chotces. Four.-
Six. Or VS. Depends on how thnfty you want to be. 




Nova comes one of two ways: Coupe or Sedan. 
From there, your Chevrolet dealer can help you 
put together any kind of Nova you want. 
But plan on more friends. 
And fewer fuel stops. 
Putting you'first, keeps us first. 
;···:. 
•. 
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Cleve Bryant, Just Too 'Cool' 
by JOHN PRICE 
"WHO WOULD HAVE ever believed last summer that we would be 0-5 at 
this time of the season," uttered a disappointed Mike Herr, Xavier offensive 
tackle. 
What no one could have believed is now reality following Saturday's defeat 
at the hands of the Ohio U. Bobcats by a score of 31-6. 
The Bobcats, coming off a rather stunning loss to Toledo -and urged on by a 
homecoming throng of better than 19,000, scored 10 early points and led 24-0 
before a Dave Myers plunge put the Muskies on the scoreboard in the fourth 
quarter. 
It was once again the mental mistakes and the im()Otent offense which proved 
to be the Muskies' downfall. 
The offense ran 76 plays to Ohio's 62 and totaled 18 first downs but yet could 
come up with only a single touchdown the entire afternoon. 
"Too many mistakes," moaned Herr. "The inexperience just stands out. 
"We were on their four and Dave (Myers) called an 'option 18' but he ran an 
'option 19' and we lost the ball. It's just going to take him time. 
"Sometimes the play that is called in the huddle doesn't fit the defense but it 
takes experience to know when tq.call an automatic." 
"Dave has some big shoes to fill," said Dale Mutryn, XU's leading ground 
gainer. "You can't blame him for those mistakes. 
"We don't have that expioding play, either," added Dale. 
AS AGAINST CINCINNA Tl last week, it was on the ground that Xavier 
found itself most successful. 
with their defense; they didn't hit too hard." 
"They weren't real big," remarked Herr, "but they were really quick." 
The Muskies gairied 162 yards on the ground, all but 48 coming in the second 
half. 
"They did a lot of stunting in the first half," recalled Herr, "but in the second 
half we caught on to them and we moved the ball pretty well." 
The man most responsible for engineering the victory was the Bobcats' 
exciting little quarterback Cleve Bryant. 
1 
"Cool" and "quick" were the words most used _by the Muskies to describe 
the 5 foot· 10 inch Bryant. 
"We stopped them up the middle but we couldn't keep Bryant from getting 
outside," said tackle Dale Marunski. 
Bryant gained 86 yards on 20 carries but thre for only one touchdown. 
"We were more worried about his running than his passing," said Marunski. 
Outstanding though Bryant may be, he is only one member of a methodical 
Ohio U. offense. 
"They're very disciplined," said Mutryn. "It looks like the coach just 
winds them up with a key and sends them on the field." 
Marunski echoed Mutryn's comments: "They have great finesse and they're 
very exact; they don't overpower you." 
The other half of the Bobcats' "touchdown twins," Todd Snyder, was vir· 
tually shut out by Vic Nolting until the XU defensive back injured his knee. 
Snyder was on the receiving end of a 28-yard Bryant toss which closed out 
the scoring and sent the M uskies reeling to their sixth s~raight setback· over 
"We ran off tackle most of the time," said Mutryn. "I wasn't that impressed two years. 
Back Liner 
By JACK MURRA \' 
Sports Editor 
LINED UP two yards off the line of scrimmage, Jerry Mouch crouches and 
works his fingers back and forth. The center snaps the ball; Jerry rushes in 
and wrestles the halfback to the ground for a five yard loss. 
A great play? Yes, but Jerry's assignment was to back up the defensive line, 
not rush. Occasionally Jerry Mouch gets a "feeling" that tells him where the 
Mouch 
play might go, so he goes after the ball 
carrier. This time it worked. It was 
fourth down play and. appeared to be the 
game-saver in the recent game with the 
University of Cincinnati. Xavier later 
lost the game, 17-14. 
"Many times, just before the ball i~ 
snapped, I get this feeling of where the 
play is going," said the XU linebacker. 
"Sometimes I leave my territory." 
In past years, Mouch's ad-Jibbing 
produced big plays. This year, with a 
few exceptions, he has made wrong 
judgments. "I know I'm not playing good 
football this year; I know I can play 
better." 
Chapman, Kerley -News (JOHN PAYNE) Photo 
P•nfh•rc 
Elder Men 'Arrive' 
by DENNY KING 
ANYONE LIVING in the Cincinnati 
and decisive point. 
The race for the Greater Cincinnati 
League championship was now between 
• area could tell you something about Elder and Roger Bacon. Once again it ••• A&ll'lllive • • 
. . Elder High School. Like it's the largest was the opponent that scored first and 
Jerry ~s had. better years. M~st of hts 21 years .have been spent as a hne- parochial all boys school in the city hat halftime the score was. 8~. Elder 
backer. Hts dad mterested Jerry m football-athletics, for that matter-early with an enrollment of about n · t n · trailing. 
in life. Carl was too busy building his jewelry business at 19 to play football. · h d d me ee 
So Jerry started early and made up for his father's lost time. un re · Said Ken: "It started raining right 
What they might not be able to tell before the half and it rained for the rest 
Through his grade school years he belonged to the successful Coca Cola you is that for years Elder has high- of the game. We kept moving but we 
swimming team while also performing in the pee wee football league. lighted Xavier's football teams in a couldn't score." In the end, Elder split 
When he entered high school, he gave up the swimming because of the conflict way that no other .high school ever has. the title with Bacon. It was a good finish 
in his muscle development. "There was never any doubt in my mind of which A classic example is this year's for a team that had finished the pre-
sport I'd pick," said Mouch. ''", team. Among the Elder alumni are vious season with a 4~ record. 
In his senior year, he played for Moeller High School's ·greatest team to 
date. The GCL champs went 1()..(). "I was just an ordinary ball player (a starter, 
nonetheless) on an all-senior team," he said. 
• • • 
Ken Kerley,linebacker, and Tom (Chip) Both Ken and Tom had started as 
Chapman, defensive end. "We came juniors and saw the trouble as lack of 
here with quite a few guys," said Ken,· experience. "The more we played, the 
"besides Tom and I, there was Butch better we got," said Ken. "The four 
WHEN MOUCH arrived at the Victory Parkway campus, he was given the (Gene Otting), Jim Murray, and Dan games we won were the last games of 
Daley. Gary Ploehs, also of that class, the season." same chance as more heralded players to show his toughness. "Everybody in 
college is in the same boat. You start all over; high school reputations don't received a four year scholarship as a AS SENIORS, Tom was awarded 
mean a thing." . ·student trainer.· . most valuable defensive lineman and 
In his sophomore year Mouch received his first big chance. He started the "We had great spirit," said Tom.' Ken.was elected to .the G.C.L. all-star 
fourth game and has been backing the line since. "At some of our away games, we had squad. Both were recruited to Xavier 
Mouch admits that, because of his size (195 pounds), he loses most head-on 
bigger crowds than the home teams." in their respective positions as defen-
One such game was between Elder 
collisions with 230-lb. fullbacks. "With that kin~. you just don't stick your nose and Middletown when Ken and Tom 
in their mid-sections." · 
Although he is reticent to admit it, Jerry Mouch is mean. During pre-season 
practice, a varsity member was being maligned by a freshman. Mouch came 
roaring in from the sidelines and lattened the fledgling lineman. "You just don't 
pick on varsity players. I know when I was a freshman, I would get knocked down 
and get back up. I took it, that's all. 
"You can't lose your head for 60 minutes in a ball game. But you have to get 
high and be aggressive or you won't survive. You can always tell· the tough 
ones, just by looking at them." 
You Can Tell Mouch is tough just by looking at him. The sooner he channels 
that toughness, as defensive co-captain, into a team unity, the better will be 
the Musketeers' chances in the second half of the season. 
Opponents' Week 
1. 1\IIAMI (4·0) defeated Marshall, 
35-7. 
2. BUFFALO (3·2) defeated Dayton, 
27-0. 
J. KENT STATE (3-2) lost to Wes· 
tern Michigan, 33-13. 
4. CINCINNA II (2-2) lost to Mem-
!Jhis State, 52-6. 
5. 01110 U. (2-1-1) def~ated Xavier, 
31·6. 
6. VILlANOVA (4·0) did not play. 
7. DAYTON (0·5) lost to Buffalo, 
27-0 
8. QUANTICO (4·0) did not play. 
9. TOLEDO (4-1) defeated Bowlin~ 
(;reen, 27-26. 
10. TEXES EL PASO &2-1) lost to 
Wyoming, 37-9. 
were seniors. At that time Middletown 
was rated fourth in the state and making 
the calls for them was Jim Ousley, who 
now does the same for U.C. The dis-
couraged fans of Middletown had almost 
emptied the stands by the time the game 
was over. Elder won 34-12. 
lATER THAT season, when 
Elder was still undefeated, they met 
St. Xavier, also undefeated in the lea-
gue. "That had to be one of our best 
games," said Tom. Even if it wasn't 
their best, it would certainly have to 
go down as the most exciting game of 
the season. 
St. Xavier was the first to get on 
the scoreboard with a touchdown in the 
first half. The score remained 6~ 
until late in the fourth quarter when 
Elder finally scored to tie it up. 
Everything depended on the con-
version and, to site a coincidence, it 
was Ray Baur (now a tailback on the 
Xavier SlJUad) who booted the seventh 
sive end and linebacker. 
Both Ken and Tom are "red shirts," 
sitting out the '66 season. "That season 
the starting line-up included Caroll 
Williams, Dan Abramowicz, and Denny 
Caponi. They had finished the previous 
year with an 8-2~ record so a lot of 
the reserves sat out the next season. 
After the year layoff Ken started 
and lettered at his position. "I didn't 
play much my junior year,'' said Ken. 
"I was injured in the first (Miami) 
game and was out for six weeks on 
crutches." 
Tom didn't start until this year. 
Sometimes it's hard to stick with a 
team when you're "practicing more 
than playing." I guess I thought about 
it once in a while, but when I played in 
the Dayton game my junior year, I 
realized how much I really like it." 
Tom played in the Dayton game last 
season because of injuries on the de-
fensive line. He played the rest of the 
season and was instrumental in the last 
four victories. 
-News (JOHN PA YN£) l'lwto 
FORWARD 
lrv Etler oversees a practice prior to 
the Athens Annihilation. 
Toeing 
by BOB HYLE 
In the past few years place kicking 
has become a very specialized job. 
There are special kicking shoes and 
soccer style kickers, but the X a vier 
freshman team has a rarity: a barefoot 
kicker named Mike Donahoe. 
Why does he kick it barefoot'? "I 
don't know. I guess it is partly psy-
chological. I feel that I can do a better 
job,'' Mike said. "I've got big feet-
about size 14-and my toes are kind of 
bent funny, but I wouldn't do it if it 
really hurt," he commented. 
Mike comes to Xavier from Wash-
ington, D.C., by way of the Citadel, a 
military school in Virginia. He played 
football there for the one year he at-
tended the school, but the coaches didn't 
care for his shoeless antics. 
Mike developed his style when he 
was younger by playing in the backyard. 
He says, "We used to play in a lot or the 
yard_ and we all just started playing 
without shoes. I went to school at Jeb 
Stewart High School in Virginia, just 
outside of Washington but the rules 
there were that you couldn't kick bare-
foot." Mike did kick one 29 yard field 
goal when he was a senior and also 
played tight end. 
When his father was transferred 
to Cincinnati Mike decided to come too. 
He plans to major either in English or 
Communication Arts and said, "I was 
looking for a school with a good name. 
The philosophy here is completely dif· 
ferent than a military school. The re-
lationships here are good too, between 
the faculty and students and students 
to other students. This is exactly what 
I was looking for." 
Mike says his major problem so 
far has been his consistency. "I have 
to work steady at it or I can't do it 
right. My best so far in practice has 
been a 52 yarder/' he said proudly. 
Mike feels that the frosh will go 
4~ this year. "I've been told that this 
is the best looking frosh team ever. We 
have a lot of talent and everyone is 
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Big AI Says 
by AL JACOBS 
BIG AL'S TRANTALIZING TRIVIA: 
1. Name the famous announcer who did the Gilette Razorblades sports 
broadcasts of the ,late 50's and early 60's. 
2. Who were the first two players to crack the 20,000 point barrier in the 
National Basketball Association? 
3. What was the most lopsided score in a championship game in the National 
Football League (both teams & score)? 
4. Who is the only man ever to average 10 yards per carry in the National 
Football League in one ·season? 
5. What was the name of the horse-entered in the 1932 Kentucky Derby-
which has yet to finish after leading at the first turn? 
6. What was the count on Bobby Thompson when he hit the "Home Run Heard 
Around the World" and who was the now-famous athlete that was on-deck 
at the time of the homer and was the first to congratulate Thompson? 
1.- Who was the utility outfielder backing-up Pinson-Robinson-Post when 
the Cincinnati Reds won the National League pennant in 1961? 
11. Who was voted by Sports Illustrated as the "greatest college guard in 
history" after he retired from the collegiate action at the ripe young 
age ~f60? 
9. When Wilt Chamberlain scored 100 points against the New York Knicks 
in one game to break the single-game scoring record in the NBA whose 
record did he break (both player and points)? 
10. How many players were involved, between what two teams, and who was 
the key player involved in the largest trade in baseball history? 
Royals, Lu Open TRIVIA ANSWERS: 
The Cincinnati Royals open the Na-
tional Basketball season at the Gardens 
at 8 p.m. tonight against the New York 
Knicks. Luther Rackley of Xavier will 
sec action at center for the Royals. 
(I) Ht~tl Burhcr: (:!) (;t•urgt! Ynnllt!)' nwl l>oiph 
St•hap!~; (:1) 7:i-0 Bt•ar!' o\'t:r lhc Ht•dskins. 
19·12: (·I) llt•uttic Feallll!rS: (;,) Di<:~ O'llur,t; 
(I>) 2 & 2. Willie ~lup: (7) Gu< Bell; (II) l'utlgc 
llcfliuger; (9) Elgiu lluylor, 711 poinl>: (Ill) l:l 
plnycrs. t\nnsu~ Cily ami Nt'\'t' Yorh.. Ho~t·r ~tnris. 
Shoes To Be Filled 
Lacking a "big" center, the Xavier 
basketball team begins workouts today 
at Schmidt Fieldhouse. · 
Head coach George- Krajack wel-
comes 13 varsity players and seven 
freshman players and a complete 
coaching staff. 
Veterans back to assist George are 
Bob Watson, who returns after serving 
his second tour of duty in Vietnam, and 
Dave Lynch, who returns after six 
months of army training. 
Watson will handle out-of-town 
recruiting · aild ·scoutinl· Lynch · will 
coach the freshman team and handle 
in-town recruitinl. 
perienced in the backcourt and the 
addition of DougAll (avg. 18 ppg.) from 
the freshman team will help. This team 
has more quickness than the previous 
two teams." 
The practices will be closed to the 
public. 
"They arr closed because that's 
the way they have always been since 
I've been here. Besides, it's a teach-
ing situation and many times we will 
be correcting our kids. We don't want 
to embarrass' them in front of their 
peers.". 
Varsity members returning include 
seniors Rick Reder, Chris Hall, and 
Don Darby; juniors Terry Sillies, Chuck 
Gone from last year's ~quad are Kromer, Steve Poppe, Joe Gramada, 
center Luther Rackley-now with the and Perry Ashley. Sophomores include 
Royals-and Tom Schlager, Tom Rohl- DougAlt, Rusty Blossom, Harry Rieck-
ing, and John Zeides. elman, Tom Bineger, Jerry Helmers. 
With the loss of Rackley and his Freshmen players are Canney War-
6 feet-tO inches, Krajack will employ ren, Bob Fullerton, Bob Petroski, Brad 
a running game. Graff, Paul Matson, Jay Eck, and John 
"We will evaluate the personnel Andre. Tryouts for non-scholarship 
first," said Krajack. "We have a deli- freshmen will follow practice today at 
nite lack of size, so we will run. We 6:30p.m. 
also lack game experience in the front Krajack said that the captain will be 
court. picked two weeks before the season; by 
"On the positive side, we are ex- what means, he isn't sure. 
60 Turn Out For 
Hawk.'s Sessions 
by DENNY KING 
For over two weeks Xavier's base-
ball team has been holding fall workouts. 
Every weekday. about one o'clock the 
team leaves from the fieldhouse for 
Schmidt · Field. Then, for over five 
hours, the players run through funda-
mentals and hold intra-squad games. 
"The purpose of these practices," 
says Coach Joe Hawk, "is to find out 
what these boys can do in actual game 
situations." 
The turn out for the practice ses-
sions· has been good and, with the 
weather permitting, Coach Hawk feels 
that by the end of the practices-this 
Friday-he will have a good idea of what 
he'll be working with next spring. 
The only disappointment so far has 
been the return .of last year's freshman 
squad. Out of the whole team only a few 
have turned out this fall: 
Hawk is worried about the existence 
of a freshman squad at all. "Last year 
we had a graduate student (.Joe Geraci) 
working with the freshmen, but now he's 
gone and we can't find anyone to replace 
him." 
frosh that have good ability will have to 
be dropped, though Hawk feels there 
are six or seven freshmen ready for · 
the varsity right now. 
A lot depends on these practices 
since there won't be much time for 
workouts in the spring before the an-
nual Southern trip which will start 
March 25. 
"A person that wants to play on the 
team is taking a real chance if he doesn't 
come out for these pradices," said 
Hawk. 
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday 
of this week there will be three nine-
inning intra-squad games which will 
decide who will be playing in the spring. 
From some sixty who registered at the 
beginning of the session, the team will 
be cut to "as close to thirty as possible." 
As one team player sees it, there 
is an advantage to having a good number 
at the practice sessions. "There's 
good comeptition in all the positions 
which keeps everyone playing at his 
best." 
Hawk seems to feel this and so far 
has been very pleased with the team's 
Without a freshman team, many performance. 
BIG AL'S POWERFUL PREDICTIONS: 
Ohio State 0ver Minnesota by 25! 
(Stille would have done it last week bill as it was they played Michigan 
State instead-sorry abow that Phil). · 
Southern Cal over Notre Dame by 3! 
(no tie this year-bill it will be very dose even though Cal doesn't ha1•e 
O.J. they do have Clarence Davis and Jimmie Jones-'-a pair extraordinaire) 
Cincinnati over Wichita State by 7! 
(not a well-liked team in this column, still credit mzm be given where it 
is due-Callahan does have his Cats in top form; Although State may make 
this one close for they'll score all the poims they can this week seeing it 
that they go up against rugged Arkansas next week) 
Miami upset Ohio U. by 3! 
WHAT NEXT (upset is a sticky word to use even though 0. U. is slated as the top con-
tender in the MAC for Miami is yet to lose and with two QB chieftans in 
top form should cominue to win on the warpath) 
Dan Louder, brother of freshman coach 
Jim, ponders the whys or what is hap-
Xavier will rest! Amen! pening to a football team that wears 
(Coach f- will definitely make the rest and recovery period worthwhile. the colors blue and white-Xavier. Dan 
The Muskies will be up and ready for a Homecoming victory over is a defensive back from Cincinnati 
Villanova) LaSalle High School. 
. . ~. 
f: .. . .. . . 
:;, :C~CACOLA" AND ::CO;E .. ~AE ~E~,;~e~i~ ~~~~E :.~ •• ijHICH IDENTIFY ONLY 
Just that she's mad about the refreshing taste of Coca-Cola. 
It has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things 
go qetter with Coke, after Coke, after Coke. 
Bottled under a~thority of The Coca-Cola Company by: 
The Coca~Cola 'Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati 
We ~ carried away when 
you come around ••. 
and we love it! 
Budweiser. 
is the only beer in America 
that's Beechwood Aged 
(But you know that.) 
ANHEUSER· BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE 
., 
P••• EJallt TOBER 16 1989 ;• XAVIER UNIVERSITY. CINCI~~ATI~ OHIQ. W.~D~~Sf:)AY. OC . . .. , · '· · · ·, .,_ .. , 
shows that facts of cvolutional life di~ine madness 'and that it is love tha_t ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;;:;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;::::::=.._-j 
cannot be expiained on Darwinian point I " x·--E· ·.R·. o-x .. co· pI t ..S 
(Cominued.from page I) 
F.A.S.T. 
of view only, either through experience N t • 
matter which reacted to the outer or operationally." The third is psycho- O ICC NOw 
world through some experience." The somatic medicine, which·Jooks int? the On November 15 Cincinnati joins . 
trouble with modern theology, he main- psychic state of the individual because the national mobilization tp end the . ' 
tained, rests in its attempts at sustain- it is essential in his getting well. Lastly, war in Vietnam. Dus far~ to Washing-
ing this vie\\', the Freudian, 'Understanding of Per- toil, D.C,:-$1~.,00. Le.aving Cincinnati 
Tl l h 'd h 1 c 11·ze sonality' which shows that one cannot· JO·.OOpmNov .. 14;1e __ avingWas_·h·~:30pm 1eo ogy, e sal , as o r a . · . . 
that many things have happened to alter taccount _for h_is neurosis on the bas1s of Nov. 15. . . .. . ...... 
this view. First, we have the scientific pure ratJOnahty. Jf you'.'can't riay,. come anyway; if 
revolution, which showed us that the old Dr. Kelsey referred to Aristotle's . you can't come, .. pay .'.anyway ... S~nd 
Thi·~ i~w rate limited to Students 
a11d Faculty_ only .. 
· CUFTON TYPEWRITER SERVICE 
physical model has been broken down contention that we receive experience reservations .. and ... money. ... ta. Pauhne 
and that it is no longer scientifically only through the senses and through Brokaw,. 617 E. Mitchcii .. Avc., Cin- 216 W. McMillan 381-4866 
valid to talk of basic things. Following reason as "dialectical materialism." cinnati, Ohio 45229, or call 961-:4.795. ,b;~~;;;_; __;:; _ ::;_:;.;_.~.-'!'!!!!!'!".!'!"'. -----------.....;..;...;.;;,;,;;;;.., 
(At UC Campus.since 195 0) 
th~ ~the cv~utionary theor~ "which ~~c~~~~n~cl~ud~c~-~~ng that lov~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SALE RUNS 
OCTOBER 20th THRU 
DECEMBER 3rd. ·. 
Top Artists! M~Jor Lahelsl 
l ~ • ' • • • 
:I 
0 WES MONTGOMERY 
0 RAMSEY LEWIS 
0 JIMMY SMITH 
0 JOHNNY RIVERS 
0 RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS 
r c. r; :. ._ 'r . 
'if 
, : 1 , I'·, • .,:, 
0 MOTHERS OF INVENTION 
OSTANGETZ 
· 0 RAY CHARLES 
, 0 PETE SEEGER 
0 MAMAS & PAPAS 
0 GRASS ROOTS 
0 BLUES PROJECT 
0 CHARLIE BYRD 
0 WOODY GUTHRIE 
0 FERRANTE & ·TEICHER · 
Many, Many ·Morel· Classios lnoludedl 
Come Ea~ly lor Best···Selt;-tion. 
·_;~~-i·_;;:.f .... -,:·:··. . •' ;_.:· ... :.: ·-~---~: -·. .·, :· -_;:·.~ .... ·> -~ ... •• 
: ·. •I, 
.~: .· ' . 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY BOOK·. STORE . . . . 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
Cet Your .Favorites at Big Piseouatsl. 
L--------------------
I 
' ........ · ....... · .. . ~ . . . ~- ...... "' .._ ' ......... •· ......... . 
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Santana Mass-Silly with Lf?ve 
Greg X. Boehm In His Own Write Dan Kane 1 hope my lack of .understanding human contact, togetherness, oneness. lively. But 
1 
know others felt differently. 
Alice's Restaurant 
.11 evoke some desperately-needed Look at the growth of communes and For these there was an. experience ~~. lation on the meaning and man- realize the need. For you are damned which left the whole week behind ... 
:;~::ent of mass. For if this attem1p1 t before you be~in if ~o1u fail 1to r~cog1 -f perhaps 1 should dis pens'< .. with de- If Arlo Guthrie could be termed a comes off. (A comment on hippiedom at wide-scale dialogue is not mutua. Y nize the reahty wh1c 1 pus 1cs 1tse scribing this particular aspect, because lyrical troubadour, then the guy who by a hippie? Perhaps.) 
repaid, if some one of our u~iverslty to expression in each ~f t~ese ~7cur- it is rather unessential to the point directed Alice's Rcstauran~ could be And throughout you have Alice, de-
community does not share hts. talent rences. We are e~penencmg a lelna- and any attempt at describing has the termed a magician of the stlver screen. scribing herself as "a bitch with too f t. latt'on then· I'm afratd the t1'on and we are dnven to each ot 1er. 11 f d t' t But whether · h n the film · h 0 
ar 1cu , . . . avor o an a ver 1semen · There are t1mes w e many pups sucking on her." A !tee, t e 
ass will Jose the httle s1gmficance Instead of examining the headway or not you believed that man had the falters: the opulent Marriage Feast personified Earth Mother captured ~ h" moln"l"d with mo •nd • '""' tlmt h" boon modo In '""""'· I .,,. P"~' <o tr"•~nd tho hom,. "t~- whloh •~~nd• Into • bl""'""' of fo=' 
00 
film fo' '" tho hong np, np 
part of my generation. . ges\ entering the other way arou~d. tion, afte'r the concert you had no doubt. Arlo's blue-silk, helium-filled Ray and tight virgins of the world to see. Take 
I' not sure that I'm correct 111 That is, let's take the human rcahty Within those four walls was testimony lost chords, or the way everyone is notice, women of the earth! Someone 
I ~ing I should attend mass in order which creates the liturgy. Let's take of how people want expression of man- dressed just a bit too "hip." like Alice could take your place very . :~P[:ed my alienation. But I'm going an example close to hor~e. At the kind's differentness from all tha~ sur- But once you sit through the whole easily any moment. 
1- to assume that position for two reasons. field house on Saturday mght, ther.c rounds him, from all that he cx~enenc~s thing and your eyes have been raped And overall, on top of everything 
F fi t of all, I ·will not let go of the were thousands of people who wcren t in the drone ~f his pa.tt~r~ed hfe. T.hl~ and your ears have been charmed and is Arl~. Arlo going to college, buying 1 ,';;;,;~00 tru.t m"' _ 0 ,, lo gon~•l, jo<t thore fo' oot<rtalomoot. Wh•~o~" dlffo~ot-om " ""' ''"?"Y· 0 "' thmg yo"' mlod h" booo oh,.god, yon bogio , "red VW ml.,ob,.," '<olng Woody, 
the scheme of Christianity, of Which they came for, they went away ~It .a which is in common With an mfi~lty to see why the critics have acclaimed playing "Car Car Song" with Seeger, 
the mass is a unique expression -:- "sense of the other." That was !nevi- who is silly with love. On Saturday ~~g~t this as one of the best films that has making love, getting busted, going to 
somehow nestles into man's ~aslc table, because anyone who ;v~s t~ere there was, if there ever was, an mdr- been made on the younger generation. Whitehall Street to get "inspected, in-
quandaries. I will not release the tdea can testify to the phenomena mvo ve- cation of how silly with love we all are. And after seeing Alice's Restaurant jec:ted, neglected, selected and rejected 
th 
1 
mass issues forth from my need ment. Anyone who was there can agree That has to be the purpose of mass. you will feel somewhat proud to be part and they wasn't leavin' no part of him 
to a relate and be related to. Seconhd!Y· that there was an1indomit.able spirit of God made man in the likeness of His of this younger generation. untouched, 'Turn your hat af\d cough!"' as I have grown to know rm human contact. t was m every cry S'IJ' ess and mankind should gather 11 fi 1 at about 
man, . ~ I . d I th 'ght I m ' ' . . You can rea y ee gre Arlo in New York, trying to live-in . the context of my generation, ee s whtch screame to pro ong e 111 • to celebrate the fact Its the tnmty, . r thr ugh Alt'ce "and k 
m d · berng young, .or 0 walks Alice, says "You wanna rna e 
Unml.11·gated alt'enatt'on. Every ritual It was in every hand which reache to mmunr'ty of love who called us d R h 
1
. · the bell 
a co ' . her husban ay w o tves 10 it?" and Arlo over in the corner just that our generation performs reflects grab hold of the moment. The total here, and if we are not celebratm~ our tow~r" you can see two not-so-young t rt layin' "You can get anything 
th' Look at the pop festivals where a experience (I'm sure that only those community of love, then we have mtssed adults trying desperately to be beauti- s a s p " h:l~ of a million souls suffered the lack who were a part of it can understa?d the whole purpose of being here. If the ful Ray to Alice in the restaurant after you want . . . . 
f basl
·c necessities - all for the pur- this( was a transcendence. Now I m mass isn't expressing this, then we d. th . the family· "We'll show But it appears the only thmg Arlo 
0 
• h ho de · · Th l'ttl a ea 10 • d'-' • h R t t was Alice of no matter how you say tt, sure that there were t ose w - have to change tt qurckly. e t e them how beautiful we really are." Ray 1un t get at t e es auran 




12 oz. Tumbler 
With 10 sal. Gas 
Purchase. 
·for them, for either they have not the can altogether · be lost. Someone is tnes ts amne es ' and the lyrical beauty of the troubadour. 
need to express, or they are so wrapped obligated to effectively convey, .t~ -· 
in themselves that such a demonstra- responsibly demonstrate, a reconc1h· f!} ~ rJ fl flJI fQ\ ri) fMl ~ ~ f!'l ~.';? 
t:io=n~o=nl:y_ca::u=se=s~th=e=m~to __ r_e_ac_t_n_e_g_a_-~a:t:io:n=w~it~hth:e:=S~an=t=a~na~M~a~s:s·:-----, ~~~~ ~~U( ~~unlunJUS U 




Convenient Stop For Food and 
Hopkins Ave. and Bell St. Norwood, Ohio 
Dana Ave. Comet 
1711 Dana Ave. 
This exclusive. offer 
expires Oct. 31 
Go Out Vlctory Parkway and Turn Right at 
Asmann. You'll Find Us At The Top Of The Hill. 
' . 




Special Cut Char·Br~ilell 
e. Sirloin· S'eak 
• Idaho Baked Potato 
Chef's Crisp Gorden 





7100 llt1dln1 "'· 
NORTHfRN ICY. 
<1211 DIKit NWJ. 
CHERRY, GROVE 
1517 ltthmont Aw-. 
WOODLAWN 
10591. s,rlilfleld Plkt 
MONFORT HEIGHTS 
· · North lend lo · Chnlot Rds. 
6541 MONTGOMERY ROAD 





SEVEN NIGHTS TIL 2:30A.M. 
HOT PIZZA • • : SANDWICHES 
YOU MUST BE 21 
The Wide, Wild Wo_rld 
Of New .FUm, Is Com1ng 
•••••I I a••• 
· I ~··Jf·· 1n • 1 1 ... 
I •• I k. i :··· "T" i r·· f\1:··;··~··· 
1/,\ • i\ • Joo I I : • • t-
1 l!\1: lf\J :\a • • • •••• • 
A UN/DUE 3-PROGRAM SERIES 
OF 26 NEW FILMS 
FROM 9 ,COUNTRIES 
featuring 
First u.s. showings of the 
world's most outstanding 
creative short films· · ·black 
comedy and drama of th~ 
absurd .... conline~tal Wit 
and. lyrical humamsm · · · · 
animalipfl and c;:ollage 
g'raphlcs ... electronic 
color and surreal sound . • · 
science-fiction and 
documentary realism. 
Open 7 Days a Week from 10 A.M. 'til 11 P.M. 
Complete Line 
BEER 












· ..... · .· 1'·. 
TWo WEEKS 
ONLY 
·BEGINNING OCT. 15th 
XAVIER BOOK STORE 
···· .. ·UNIVERSiTY CENTER. 
• 
(Continuedfrorlr page /) 
name of the game." 
The Association rehearses for 
two hours before every performance. 
By the time they walk out on stage 
they are familiar with the set-up and 
ready to go -- all tuning and sound 
problems solved beforehand. They 
arc there to perform and they. do that 
and more. One of few groups who can 
surpass their records in a live per-
formance, their on-stage act includes 
bits of satirical humor to go along with 
their music -- lost of music. Songs 
such as "Along Comes Mary," 
"Everything That Touches You," 
"Six-Man Band", and their latest 
release, "Goodbye, Columbus." 
Songs that will be long remembered. 
Songs that arc destined to become 
part of our musical heritage. 
The Association will be presented 
in a full two-hour concert starting at 
· ·· ·· · · ..... ·-· ...... ..-........ ·•1· .,...,.. t •• .•··-• 1, r" ·t 1 •'· .... • 1 • ,., .... '" .... , \. ..... • ,-. ~ 1 • " •• ·:::: x~ vie•fu1Q1ve;Hutv ;"&.i\fe'iN."'Atl.' a·liro.·.weoN~soAv: '()c:ro~~·R->i·s·~ .19&9 . . . - . . ' . 
8:30 p.m. Tickets are priced at SS.Oo, back-up vocalist, was formerly a and their first album "Joyful 
$4.00, and $3.00 per person. All seats. zoology major at the University of Orpheus" both became nationwide 
are reserved and they will -be on sale New ~ampshi~e. He also plays the sellers. They won the 1968-69 Playboy· 
from October 13 to October 24 in the five strtng banJo. and bass and both Readers Poll as one of the destined 
University Center. · he and Bruce Arnold were previously great groups of the near future. 
S t d 0 b 25th with the Villagers, an earlier folk . . . . 
a ur ay, eto er - group. John Eric Gulliksen vocals Playmg also that mght at the Top_-
. Orpheus& The N,w Lime . • • per Club t M · H 11 "II be h 
bass, a!ld bass guitar, is twenty-six a ustc a WI . t e 
. Like their mythological Greek and writes· the group's lyrics along loca~ performers The New Lime. 
predecessor, today's Orpheus also with Arnold. He is a graduate of Wor- Ha~tng pl_ayed man~ ti_mes at Xavier. 
mesmerizes their audiences with the cester Polytech Institute with an Elec- affatrs, thts mos~ enjoymg group . will 
"skill and beauty" of their perfor- Ironies Engineering degree, so keep the sweet. sounds flowing during 
mance. Their music softens· the bitter Orpheus is the only group with their ~he Homccomm~ Dance. They have · 
realities of .the world as it is and own electron.ics engineer. Harry JUSt rc_Ie~sed a stogie "Sonny" a· rec-
creates, in the minds of their listeners, . ord ongmally made famous by B bby· Sandler, drums and percussion also 0 
a world as it should be. plays the organ harpsichord ~iano Hemp - in their soft style and it 
Orpheus was discovered in Boston and guitar, besides composin~ musi~ should. prove to be a real winner on 
by producer Alan Lorber, who brought on the side. He previously played with the record seen~. Tickets for the 
the group to New York. The four tal- the Mods. · · Orpheus-- New Ltme dance are priced 
ented young men are all accomplished. . at $6.00 per couple; they will be sold 
musicians. Bruce Arnold, lead guitar Though they are a relatively new in a limited supply along· with Associ-
and vocalist, is twenty-two and writes group, ~rpheus' ~ale~t has not gone ation tickets, starting October 13th. 
the music and lyrics for the group .. unr~cogmzed. Thetr ticket to the game What more cari be said except -- out- . 
of success was . received after their of-sight! 
Jack McKenes, second guitar and release of "I Can't Find The Time" 
This school year ... make your thing 
It's inexpensive when you 
use the mail 
and save USf44JL 
pay only 
s 00 
to have your first roll of color 
pictures developed 
with coupon on envelope In today•s· paper 
these are BEST 
everyday low prices 
on· film developing. 
-~ 




lnclu~•• super I Film. 
EKTACHROME SLIDES 
$100 






exposure• · onenveiOpe 
Includes Kodak lnstamatlc 126 and all other popular sizes. 
BLACK & WHITE 
Developing & Jumbo Prints 
12 exposures 5 9C 
All jlopular sizes lncludlni K~ lnstamatic 126. 
( 
II there's no 'lilm mailer in your paper, write to: 
"WE'RE AS NEAR 
AS YOUR MAILBOX" 
REPRINT 
· Black & White 
Sc each . 




Ctltr Ealarl••••t fre• Jllr 
clllr· •1111¥11 tr sUIIn 
11711 f!IM•· : ••••••• 
1111 ... ~ ........ $1 .• 
P.O. BOX 707 COOLVILLE, 01-110 45723 
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By BARTH. E. OKODUWA, 
Beauvior and Existentialism 
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE 
Exist~l'ltialism is the philosophical 
concept t~t man's existence precedes 
his essence (that which makes some-
thing what it is). Sartre, for example, 
is an existentialist philosopher. 
For Sartrc, reality is found in one's 
awareness of the subject HUMAN. 
The key to man's moral life is his 
freedom. 
Sartre contended that man as a part 
of society is free, but that his freedom 
is always in a situation. He is either 
rich or poor; stays in Cincinnati or in 
Lagos, Nigeria; goes to college or 
loafs around; chooses to work or to 
play. It is physically impossible to be 
in two places or do two things at the 
same time. Because of this limitation, 
one can operate only by adapting to the 
condition around him. 
Sartre enumerated three types of 
freedom: 
I. Fundamental freedom 
2. Freedom of self-determination 
3. Freedom of self-realization 
The first type of freedom helps one to 
give his life a certain overall direction. 
The second is the freedom to make 
specific choices on a strictly personal 
plane. It may also be called self-
freedom. The third is highest in 
Satre's estimation. It is the freedom 
to develop oneself fully in the situation 
he has chosen. Freedom of speech, 
freedom of assembly, etc., are in-
volved here. Possession of this last 
type assures a better human develop-
ment. 
Conformity with norms is another 
limitation on man's freedom. A man is 
not ~n-island. ln·his daily life, he inter-
mingles with others. His happiness and 
well-being may depend on being ac-
cepted.· Without acceptance, freedom 
in situation is meaningless. A man 
constantly threatened would be afraid 
to leave his. room to search for sub-
sistence: · · -·- · : · ·· · · 
Sartte 'felt that the origin of man 
is unknown. Man's existence is known. 
From these beliefs Sartre concluded 
that man's ultimate end is unknown. 
This is what Sartre regards as the 
THROWNNESS of man. In effect, 
Sartre is saying that all that is known 
about ni:m is his existence. One can-
not with certainty explain how he came 
to· be, nor can one predict his ultimate 
. end. In other words, there is no life 
before and after. 
By excluding the pre-existence and 
the life after death of man, Sar~re 
negates GOD. By negating Goil, the idea 
of mortal sin and of going to heaven or 
hell as a reward or punishment for 
sin becomes void. 
Simone de Beauvoir, another ex-
istentialist, classifies man under six 
different categories. The first is the 
Sub-man. This is the man who is anti-
church, anti-knowledge, anti-every-
thing. He allows himself to be led by 
every appeal to his passions and pre-
judices. Above all, he strives to escape 
from responsibility. He is an escapist. 
The second type is the Serious man .. 
He uses his freedom and seeks per-
sonal values, especially those he con-
siders worthwhile. He takes things 
seriously, and what he takes seriously 
are objective values. For example, 
love of God, love of family, and love of 
country are real objective values in 
themselves. The totality of his attitude 
is for the good. However, in attempting 
to find values outside of himself, the 
serious man is using his freedom to 
destroy his freedom. To accept values 
which are independent of man is to 
become a slave of these values. 
The third is the Nihilist: He is the 
type who affirms readily that there are 
no values at all. He would prefer to live 
without values. M~dame de Beauvoiv 
considers this impossible. Unless the 
nihilist commits suicide, he must con-
tinue to exist. Even without a positive 
goal, destruction becom~s an end in 
itself. 
The fourth is the Adventurer. U~ is 
the one who likes action for its own sake, 
regardless of the cause involwd. He is 
beyond disillusion. Peace or war, 
den~ocracy or tyranny, communism or 
school, or friends. 
The last type is the F~~cman. He is 
fascism arc the same to him. The. only 
value that he recognizes. is human exis-
tence and he tries to live. it to the full!!st. the one who realizes that what is good 
Bcauvoir states that a pure a_dventurer today· may be .. an evil tomorrow. For 
is rare because he is easily persuaded hiin, there is no absolute norm to fol-
to pursue a cause. lo\\· his' freedom whereever it ·may lead 
The fifth, Passionate man, is a h'im. Th(wgh he is not devoid of short-
progression from the fourth. He is the. coming; · Beau·voir considers ihe free. 
type who tries to .make the content of man as ideal. 
his values part of his own creation. In Should my reader intend to pursue 
other words, he tries to negate associ- the existentialist's concept. Being 
ati~n ~s a me~ns of .acquiri~g values. and Nothingness by Jean Sartre, trans- . 
Thts ts. also tmposstble. U hat man lated by H. Harnes, and 11te Ethics of 
k~ows rs tlr~ough learning. What con- Ambiguity by S. de Beauvoir, trans-
sututes one s values ~re !hose he Ia ted by B. Frechtman would make 
Summer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid, meet peo-
ple, learn a language, travel, enjoy! Nine job categories in more 
than fifteen countries. Foreign language not essential. Send $1.00 
for membership and 34·page illustrated JOBS ABROAD maga-
zine, complete with details and applications to International 
Soele&y for Tralnlag and Cal&are, 866 United Nations Plaza, New 
York, N. Y., a non·proflt student membership organization. 
learned to accept from hts home,· _interesting reading. . 
--·-----------~~~=~~~~~:::::::::~===~ 
Do you have to give up your identity 
to make it in a big corporation? 
You've heard the stories: 
One big corporation forbids you to 
wear anything but white shirts. 
Another says it wants you to be "crea-
tive"-and gives you a 4-pound rule 
book telling you exactly how to do it.-
Yet another doesn't want you to buy 
a more expensive car than your boss 
because "it wouldn't look right'.' 
Is this really happening in American 
business? 
Have companies become so rigid and 
fossilized that they're scared of people 
who don'tfit the "norm"? 
Not this company. 
Weare not hung up on trivia like that. 
The advances General Telephone & 
Electronics has made didn't come from 
people hiding behind organization 
charts and smilingatthe righttime. 
They came from people who used 
their brains: -
People who revolutionized picture-
taking with the Sylvania flashcube, 
who developed the high-energy liquid 
laser, who came up with the sharpest 
color TV picture in the world, who pio-
neered instant electronic stock market 
quotations, and so on. 
We are looking for more people like 
this-people who aren't afraid to stand 
up and try themselves out. 
We are an equal opportunity em-
ployer: 
All you need to make it with us is a 
good head on your shoulders. 
General Telephone & Electi·onics 
Sylvania Electric Products" Lenkurt Electric • Automatic Electric • Telephone Companies In 34 St!!te.:t. • GC'neral Telephone Directory Company • Gon~ral Telephone&. Electronics Laborl'torles 
. General Telephar.e & Eh:ctronic'J lnternationc~l .. GT&E Data Scr't·1ces • GT&E Cornrnunicahons · --
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1970 CHEVROLETS AND OLDSMOBILE$ 
~.. SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO XAVIER STUDENTS ... .. - . . 
.·AND FACULTY 
·COLUMBIA OLDS 
Ohio's Largest Oldsmobile Dealer 
Serving The Xavier Family For Over 30 Years 
Ask Any Student, Faculty Member 
Or Me~ her Of The ·coaching Staff 
600 NEW AND USED CAR:S TO CHOOSE FROM 
442's · CUTLA:SS's · • :ALL COLORS 
-· 
. ALL M·ODELS 
/ 
CALL BOB ZELINA '68 
FIFTH AND SYCAMORE PHONE. 421-8800 
_ __... ....... CINCINNATI'S ONLY·DOWNTOWN DEALER ~ ..- __ 
Ask any Muskie. They all buy or service at 




60 ACRES OF NEW AND ·USED CARS 
Special 4 Speed and High Performance --
SS 396's-228's-YENKOS-CAMAROS ·. 
Over 500 New and Used Cars-Over 35 New and Used Corvets. · 
• No Credi-t Problems For Any Xavier Students • -
CALL OR SEE MIKE WIRTH,-'66 
. __ DIRECTIONS• TAKE 1·75 TO COLERAIN EXIT, OUT COLEIAlN 'Ia MILE PAST GALIIAITH. · 
Pro111 Western Hill1 · I Pro• Forest Park 
• · A-, ..... N•rlh lend N C:...,.ln. Tum left, , .... Wlnlell IHd te O.llw•Jtll. llellt e11 0.1·· 
. 3 •lnulea In J•-h O..v;relet. lweltll te C:.lercoln. Ttll'll' rl1llt ... Cille.-111. · 
·8733 Colerain 522-80_00 ·_ · 8940 Colerain 522-4·888 ,_.__- -------- _____ ________ _______ ,... __ _, _____________ _ 
Clip This Ad, It Is- Good- For $100.00 
On The Pu·rchase Of Any .New Or Used· Car 
-----------------------------.--we x;r-aiige- ----- ----
lllllllelllat ... llellve·rll tla ·11 lf·,··Jiofl·els· .. _ ·.All Ei-n·$.·n~cing:~.· · :·· ···· .. ~- -'·' .·· ·· ··::· .,. 
